
PRIVATE LABEL PROCESS 
CUSTOMER STEPS AND CHARGES 

Thank you for your interest in private labeling Kutol hand hygiene products. PLEASE READ THIS PAGE 

CAREFULLY for information to ensure your labels are completed in a timely manner. Contact Kutol sales 

at 1-800-543-4641 or 513-527-5500, or email: sales@kutol.com for any additional questions. 

1) Decide which dispensing system / product you want private labeled.

2) Make sure minimums and other requirements are met (see following pages).

3) Kutol will create art for the label at no charge, or you can create the art. If you are creating the art, tell us before

beginning your art and Kutol will provide the correct template to you. If your art does not fit our template,

it will be rejected. We require that a Kutol label number be placed in at least 5pt. type on all labels.

If you do the art, we will give you that label number. The Kutol label number is placed in an inconspicuous

location on the label.

4) If Kutol does the art, you will need to supply any logos or graphics you require for the label (see 5). Several

design choices will be presented to you, from which you choose one.

5) There are certain types of art files that Kutol will accept in order to make sure the finished label is as attractive

and professional as possible. Illustrator (vector) art files with the .ai extension are required for most situations.

Vector format allows us to specify colors and drop out the white background behind the logo. Hi-resolution jpg,

tif, or psd files may be able to be used depending on the complexity, but these are CMYK (process colors) and

we will need the equivalent spot colors. PDF files are acceptable IF they have first been created in Illustrator and

then converted to PDF format. DO NOT SEND LOGOS PULLED FROM A WEBSITE as these are too low-res and

will be pixelated when printed on the labels. Logos pulled from the web will likely cause a delay in the project.

6) Kutol does not charge for art and design services. We DO charge for the plates, films, and screens that printers

or pre-press people create for the final printing. These are out-of-pocket costs from our outside vendors that we

pass on to you. The plate charges are in ADDITION to any product /dispenser prices quoted by a salesperson.

7) Regardless of who does the art, you will see a final proof of the art to approve before art is sent to printer.

The Artwork Approval form will include the printer/pre-press charges. We ask that you review the art and

charges carefully before signing as you are responsible for any errors. If there are printer/pre-press charges, we

also require a P. 0. be sent to us for those charges BEFORE the label goes to the printer. This P. 0. is handled

through the art department. It is separate from the P. 0. for the actual product and will be

invoiced to you separately. These pre-press charges are one-time only unless there is a label revision.

8) Generally, lead time on the initial order is 5-6 weeks from approved art to finished/filled product;

on subsequent orders, lead time is generally 4 weeks. If art is approved but the P. 0. for the product order

has not yet been received, we will hold off on printing the labels until the product P. 0. is received. To expedite

your private label order, submit the P. 0. for the product first and then we will begin work on the art.

9) To help control costs, Kutol orders 2-4 times the initial order of labels. If you have revisions after the labels

have been printed, or if there are regulatory changes, you will be responsible for purchasing the labels, finished

goods and packaging that Kutol has in inventory. This can occur if you make a graphics, logo or address change,

or if there is a global regulatory decision beyond Kutol's control (i.e. ban on Triclosan) requiring formula and/or

label changes. There will also be new pre-press charges (see 7). We will let you know the cost of the existing

inventory. In most cases, if you want to use up the inventory BEFORE moving to the revised labels,

there will be no inventory charge.

10) A proof of the Case Label (placed on outer shipping carton) will be sent to you also for approval after the

private label development process is underway. There is no charge for in-house, Kutol-generated case labels.
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3rd Party Certifications 
Green Seal®, Ecologo®, NSF®, Biopreferred™

Many of Kutol hand soap and sanitizer products have 3rd party independent certifications or 

registrations. Product safety and concern about environmental health has led Kutol to pursue and 

obtain these objective designations. If you are private labeling our products, you must apply for 

these designations, even when you are using our same formula. You cannot put the Green Seal®, 

Ecologo®, NSF®, or Biopreferred™ icon on the product label without applying under your company 

and brand name. 

We can help you with this: 

• You can sub-register your products under our formula. This will save the cost of the product review

and testing by the 3rd party organization. Testing the formulas can be a rigorous and stringent 

process with high fees so this is a cost savings. 

• Kutol will do the paperwork as much as possible, helping to relieve the burden ot filling out the

correct forms. 

There is a per product/ per sku cost charged by Green Seal, Ecologo and NSF as well as annual fees 

which you will be responsible for. 

Estimated time from beginning of the process until acceptance is received is about 3-6 weeks. 

PLEASE LET US KNOW at the beginning of your private label project if you are interested in 

subregistering under Kutol and we will contact you at that time. 




